USING SSRS?
WHY MOVE TO LASERNET?

DESIGN

IS DOCUMENT DESIGN IN SSRS LIMITING YOUR OUTPUT?
Using SSRS has limitations on pagination, orphan data (single line on an extra page), printing duplex and driving printers. 20 years in the output management business this is the core of Lasernet and solves all these problems.

STRUGGLING WITH SOME DESIGN REQUIREMENTS FROM THE BUSINESS?
SSRS has many design limitations and is a complex product. Using Lasernet with its drag and drop and simple interface, speeds up the generation and modification of output.

REPORTS

DON’T WANT TO USE SSRS AT ALL FOR REPORT GENERATION?
The Lasernet connector allows you to build queries in Dynamics AX and use these in the Lasernet connector for AX. Even complex queries have a One2One relationship of data to document design simplifying even complex documents.

HAVE A SIMPLE REQUIREMENT FOR A REPORT OUT OF AX?
Rather than using SSRS, pull together AX data and generate simple reports using the Lasernet wizard to select data and fields from AX.

INTEGRATION

DO YOU WANT TO INTEGRATE THE OUTPUT INTO AZURE?
Integrate with Azure service by using Lasernet for pulling and posting messages and documents – something that SSRS does not deliver.

DO YOU WANT TO INTEGRATE SIMPLY WITH OTHER APPLICATIONS?
Lasernet integrates seamlessly into other third party applications using simple properties dialog boxes rather than code. Integrating to SharePoint, Azure, Webservices allows extra information, pictures and documents to be pulled together in order to generate the final output for the client.

PRINT

HAVING PROBLEMS CONFIGURING PRINTERS FROM YOUR AX SOLUTION IN THE CLOUD?
Printer management can be complex and often printers cannot be driven from the cloud solutions. Lasernet covers all these and can drive any printer, even if the printer is not directly accessible from a cloud environment.

ARE YOU STRUGGLING TO GET THE RIGHT OUTPUT ON YOUR PRINTERS?
Generating barcodes and images along with some complex design requirements in SSRS often results in the printer not being able to interpret it. Lasernet uses the drivers of the printer to ensure all requirements can be covered from driving simple Laser to complex barcode and thermal printers.

FLEXIBILITY

COMPLEX OR EVEN SIMPLE DISTRIBUTION REQUIREMENTS CAUSING PROBLEMS IN SSRS?
Distribution options are very flexible with no coding using the Lasernet for AX connector. Logic and default destinations can be set using data from AX or standards.

DO YOU WANT COMPLETE FLEXIBILITY TODAY AND IN THE FUTURE OVER HOW YOU DEPLOY YOUR SYSTEM?
Complete flexibility on deployment whether your AX solution is Cloud, Hybrid or Onprem Lasernet covers all these and can be delivered for any requirement.

LOAD MANAGEMENT

DO YOU WANT STANDARD FAILOVER AND LOAD BALANCING?
SSRS is not able to failover or load balance jobs coming through in the cloud. Lasernet connector for AX allows for complete load balancing based on the clients requirements including failover and load management.
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